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FALL INTO YOU

Revitalize your body, mind,
and spirit, lighting you up

from the inside-out.

ONLINE  YOGA  + WELLNESS  RETREAT

reconnect
Reconnect to your inherent
nature and the cyclical play

of the Universe.

Develop practices that will
enable you to thrive (on and

off of the mat).

Join us from the comfort of your own home.
Take the classes at your own pace.

All levels are welcome.
Lifetime access.

revitalize thrive
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Your
Yoga
Team

Founder of the Columbus School of Yoga, Colleen O’Brien McFall is known for
her passionate instruction that immediately instills a sense of calm within her students
while inspiring compassion, self-acceptance, and empowerment. Her genuine and
caring approach to gentle styles, including Yin and Restorative yoga offer a safe and
sacred space for inward reflection, cultivating a deep state of relaxation and
peacefulness from within. 

Founder and lead facilitator of Integrated Transformation School Of Yoga, Maggie
Thomas believes in healing via functional movement patterns and optimal body
alignment.  With over a decade of teaching experience in multiple movement
education industries including Pilates, Personal Training, MELT, Yoga (and more),
Maggie fluidly sparks inquiry, expansion, and a safe sense of guidance for her
students.

Creator of The Golden Mind Project, Valerie Ugrinow is an expert at creating
multi-dimensional experiences, which includes holding space for her students,
allowing them to connect with their own personal power on and off of the mat.
Passionate about sharing the tools to live yoga, Valerie spends much of her time
working with students and teachers alike offering her wisdom + experience to live
life more skillfully and engaged.

Rebekka Mars brings a contemporary twist to the ancient practices of yoga and
meditation. Her eclectic approach pulls from a dance of many styles of Yoga; and
her Modern Meditation™ style reminds us all that we were born built to meditate,
letting these practices easily flow into modern living. She believes that when the
mind, body, and soul work, then life works.

(Click on a facilitator for more information.)
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Your
Retreat 

 Schedule 

Friday Saturday Sunday 

EVENING
 RECONNECT

Opening Ceremony 
Slow Flow/ Yin Restore

with TEAM 

MORNING 
REVITALIZE 

Fascia Release & Vinyasa
Flow with MAGGIE THOMAS

Off Your Mat Into Your Life  
with REBEKKA MARS

AFTERNOON
 THRIVE

Yin Restore with 
COLLEEN O'BRIEN MCFALL

EVENING
RECONNECT

EVENING
THRIVE

Closing Ceremony & 
Slow Flow with TEAM

Living Yoga Vinyasa  
with VALERIE UGRINOW

MORNING
REVITALIZE

AFTERNOON
 THRIVE

Modern Meditation
with REBEKKA MARS
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How do you feel right now, in this moment and in this season of your life? 

What do you feel physically and where do you feel it in your body?

What thoughts tend to bubble up in your mind and are there any corresponding emotions?

Is there anything you are needing to let go of?

What are you calling in?

Your Retreat Workbook

Reflection Questions

DAY ONE: EVENING

Intention Setting

With the above information in mind, write an intention for yourself. 

RECONNECT  Opening: Slow Flow + Yin/Restore with Colleen O'Brien McFall
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Fascia is the soft-tissue scaffolding that links everything inside of you together. It is a thin

casing of connective tissue that surrounds and interpenetrates every organ, blood vessel,
bone, nerve fiber and muscle in place. 

It has an appearance similar to a spider's web or a sweater. When stressed, it tightens up.
The fascial system is that it is actually one continuous structure that exists from head to toe

without interruption. In this way you can begin to see that each part of the entire body is

connected to every other part by the fascia, like the yarn in a sweater.

Fascia is made up of multiple layers with liquid in between called

hyaluronan. It’s designed to stretch as you move. But there are

certain things that cause fascia to thicken and become sticky. When

it dries up and tightens around muscles, it can limit mobility and cause

painful knots to develop.

Your Retreat Workbook

What is Fascia? 

 A lifestyle of limited physical activity (too little movement day after day)
 Repetitive movement that overworks one part of the body
 Trauma such as surgery or injury

Healthy fascia is smooth, slippery and flexible.  
Factors that cause fascia to become gummy and crinkle up (called adhesion) include:

REVITALIZE Fascia Self Treatment & Vinyasa Flow with Maggie Thomas

DAY TWO: MORNING

The Superficial Back Line consists of a line of fascia that starts at
the plantar surface (bottom) of the foot. It travels up the entire
posterior (back) side of the body, moving up over the head and

finishes at the brow bone. The function of this line is to extend the

body.

The Superficial Back Line of the body can be taught along the

calves, hamstrings or low-mid back, especially in the morning

when our fascia is dehydrated or adhered from lack of

movement.

By working the base of the fascia on the base of the foot, we

can have a global impact along the entire posterior chain of the

body and thereby decrease pain or stiffness and increase

overall mobility. 
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What did you notice in your body during and after the movement practice? 

What shifts did you notice in your mobility?  

Youtube link for fascia based Morning Movement Practice - Melt the Fuzz  https://youtu.be/WR96tJEQros

The Fuzz Speech - Gil Hedley.  https://youtu.be/_FtSP-tkSug

Private Tutorial of Full MELT Hand & Foot Self-Treatment   (Melt Ball Kit is required)
https://www.maggiethomasit.com/services/#service_179
 
MELT Method Book & Ball Kit https://www.meltmethod.com/store/category/products/
 
Roll Model Ball Kit  https://www.tuneupfitness.com/yoga-tune-up-therapy-ball-pair

Your Retreat Workbook 
A Selfcare Treatment  

What did you notice in your body after the fascia self-care treatment?  

For this selfcare treatment technique introduction we will use a Blue Dot Squash Ball.  
For daily integration of this self-care practice I recommend using the MELT Method Ball

Kit or Roll Model Balls. See resource links below.

Resources
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What does Yoga mean to you right now in your life?

How is life right now?

What would you like more of?

... pause... breathe...

In one word, 

how's your breath?

Body?

Mind?

Spirit?

Your Retreat Workbook
THRIVE Off Your Mat Into Your Life with Rebekka Mars

DAY TWO: AFTERNOON

LIVING YOUR YOGA
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Your Retreat Workbook
THRIVE Off Your Mat Into Your Life with Rebekka Mars

Witness Consciousness 

to become a neutral observer of your own life. The witness place inside you is simple

awareness, the part of you that is aware of everything — just noticing, watching, not judging,

just being present, being here now. - Ram Dass

YAMAS:  self-regulating behaviors w world at large

Ahimsa -

Satya -

Asteya -

Brahmacharya-

Aparigraha -

NIYAMAS:  personal practices w your inner world

Saucha -

Santosha -

Tapas -

Svadyaya -

Ishvar Pranidhana -
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Now, where in your life have you been a jerk lately?

To yourself, others - people you know and people you don't, the planet, other causes, etc. etc.

the list goes on ... 

What yama or niyama does that connect with?

Create a new affirmation or practice to help balance the inner imbalance:

Back to body, breath, mind, spirit ... 

Did you know you have layers like an onion?

According to the yogis, we have 5 layers or sheaths 

that encase the soul.  These are the KOSHAS. 

Your Retreat Workbook
THRIVE Off Your Mat Into Your Life with Rebekka Mars
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Your Retreat Workbook
RECONNECT Deeper Dimensions: Yin Restore with Colleen O'Brien McFall

DAY TWO: EVENING 
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Yamas & Niyamas Recap

YAMAS:
Ahimsa | Non Violence

Shifts us from harming self and

others to kindness and compassion

for self and others.

Satya | Truthfulness

Shifts us from lies and half-truths to
expressing our uniqueness and

authenticity.

Asteya | Non Stealing

Shifts us from theft to cultivating new
skills and abilities.

Brahmacharya | Non-greed

Shifts us from greed to appreciation

and pleasure without excess.

Aparigraha | Non-attachment
Shifts us from attachment to intimacy
without possession.

NIYAMAS:
Saucha | Purity
Invites us to cleanse our bodies, our

speech, our thoughts relationships

and actions. Cultivating alignment.

Santosha | Contentment
Invites us to fall in love with our own

life. A practice of gratitude and

happiness.

Tapas | Self-Discipline

Invites us to consciously choose

discipline and growth.

Svadhyaya | Self-Study
Invites us to create a practice of self

study and to know one self.

Ishvara Pranidhana | Surrender

Invites us to pay attention and to
explore what life is asking of us.

The practice of Ishvara Pranidhana invites us to surrender the illusion that we have

ultimate control of our lives and to surrender the attachment to our egos and

expectations thereby inviting us to explore the divine forces at play in our lives.

IIshvara Pranidhana | A closer look

What is your current relationship with Control? Trust? Where in your life are currently
experiencing resistance?

Reflection Questions
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Your Retreat Workbook
RECONNECT Deeper Dimensions: Yin Restore with Colleen O'Brien McFall
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Let It Go

Let go of the ways you thought life

Would unfold; the holding of plans

Or dreams or expectations – Let it 

all go. Save your strength to swim 

with the tide. The choice to fight 

what is here before you now will 

only result in struggle, fewer, and

desperate attempts to flee from the 

very energy you long for. Let go. 

Let it all go and flow with the grace 

that washes through your days whether

you receive it gently or with all your 

quills raised to defend against invaders.

Take this on faith: the mind may never 

find the explanations that it seeks, but

you will move forward nonetheless. 

Let go, and the wave’s crest will carry 

you to unknown shores, beyond your

wildest dreams or destinations. Let it 

all go and find the place of rest,  and

peace and certain transformation.

Danna Faulds

What are you ready to let go of?

What is your current relationship with 
asking  and receiving help and support? 

What is your current relationship with
 receiving help and support?

What would life look like if you integrated
more support in your life?

Reflection Questions

Building Sand Castles

You realize, of course, 

That life has its own plans. It’s fine to go

forward, draw up complex schemes, watch your dreams play out as if each scene

is real. Just be willing to drop it all when truth come calling. Let every

grain of sand fall from your cupped hands and see the unkempt pile on the

ground equally as valuable as that castle you were building. 

Allow the tide to scour all of it away, every trace and replace it with the

sea’s own beauty.

Danna Faulds
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Your Retreat Workbook
RECONNECT Deeper Dimensions: Yin Restore with Colleen O'Brien McFall
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Who are we, not to shine? 

Nelson Mandela

The final aspect of the yoga path is Ishvara

Pranidhana, or surrender. Faith, surrender, devotion. Faith in what? Surrender

to what? Devotion to what? The answers to these questions cannot be found in

any book, they are written in our hearts. They were written long before we were

born, and we practice yoga to complete our journey back to the truth about

ourselves. Whether or not you have a God or want a God is irrelevant. All of us

have experienced moments of profound connectedness – the caress of a spring

breeze on bare skin, the feeling in our chests when we look into another’s eyes

with love, the holy awe of gazing at a star-strewn summer sky. There is a

greatness right beneath the surface of everyday life and every once in a while

we catch a glimpse of it. Those are the sudden, lucid flashes when life

beguiles us out of the prison of our minds and leads us right into the moment.

On our mats and on our meditation cushions, we begin to experience this deep

connectedness as an everyday occurrence. Ishvara Pranidhana is about making the

experience of greatness a priority.

And why not? We can live in the light with the

same ease with which we live in our darkness. We are surrounded by mentors, by

men and women who have chosen to live life on a higher plane, for a higher

purpose. The music we listen to, the movies we watch, the books we read – all

abound with the reference to the sweetness of “amazing grace”. This final

moment in the eight limbs of yoga is about allowing grace to happen. Not hoping

for it to happen, not trying hard to let it happen, not believing that one day

it will happen – this moment is about letting it happen. It’s about shining,

and who are we not to shine?

Meditations from the Mat
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Your Retreat Workbook
REVITALIZE Living Yoga Vinyasa Flow with Valerie Ugrinow

DAY THREE: MORNING

Inquiries to apply yoga philosopy to your everyday life:

Pay attention to your breath for an entire day. Let the simple act of inhaling and exhaling teach

you about the fullness of breathing in life without the need to hold onto it. Journal your

observations and experiences.

Look at the physical things you have surrounded yourself with. Do these things make you feel

free and light or do they have a hold on you and make you feel heavy? Experience the

difference between enjoyment and attachment.

Notice where you impose your expectations on people and things, unconsciously demanding

that they give you fulfillment and comfort. How do your expectations keep you limited and

often disgruntled?

Resources:

The Yamas & Niyamas: Exploring Yoga's Ethical Practice: by Deborah Adele
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What is meditation according to you ?  :)

You are a life performer.  

Why do you meditate / do you want to meditate? 

What do you love SO much ... 

Your Retreat Workbook
DAY THREE: AFTERNOON

THRIVE Modern Meditation with Rebekka Mars
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Your Retreat Workbook
THRIVE Closing: Slow Flow  with Retreat Team

DAY THREE: EVENING 
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Journal Activity

How do you feel right now, in this moment having completed your Fall Into You Retreat? 

For you personally, what do you think was most impactful from your experience?

What are three commitments/practices/rituals you are committed to integrating or doing

differently? 

Who can you call on for support and accountability when challenges arise?

If today was the FIRST day of your life, how do YOU want to show up?
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Your Retreat Workbook
THRIVE Closing: Slow Flow  with Retreat Team
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Thank You!
From all of us, we are deeply honored to have shared in this retreat with you!

Please stay in touch and if you have any questions, reach out at any time. 

We are always here to support you along your path!

Where you can find us!!

Colleen 

O'Brien McFall

ColleenOM.com
@ColleenMcFall
/ColleenOM

Maggie

Thomas

Rebekka 

Mars

Valerie

Ugrinow

TheGoldenMindProject.com
@TheGoldenMindProject
/TheGoldenMindProject

RebekkaMars.com
@BekkaBlue

/RebekkaMars

MaggieThomasIT.com
@MaggieThomasIT
/MaggieThomasIT
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Waiver & Liability Release
By participating in the Fall Into You Online Yoga & Wellness Retreat with Colleen
O’Brien McFall, Maggie Thomas, Rebekka Mars and Valerie Ugrinow, (from now on,
known as ‘the Yoga teacher(s)) I hereby agree to the following: 

1. Participation implies that you have read and agreed to the terms and conditions
outlined in this Waiver + Liability Release. 

2.That I am participating in an online Yoga Class/Workshop/Training/Retreat offered by
the Yoga teachers during which I will receive information and instruction about Yoga
and health. I recognize that Yoga involves physical exertion, which may be strenuous
and may cause physical injury, and I am fully aware of the risks and hazards involved. 

3. I understand that it is my responsibility to consult with a physician prior to and
regarding my participation in the Yoga Class/Workshop/Training/Retreat with the
Yoga teachers. I represent and warrant that I am physically fit and I have no medical
condition, which would prevent my full participation in the Yoga
Class/Workshop/Training/Retreat. 

4. In consideration of being permitted to participate in the Yoga
Class/Workshop/Training/Retreat, I agree to assume full responsibility for any risks,
injuries or damages, known or unknown, which I might incur as a result of
participating in the Yoga Class/Workshop/Training/Retreat. 

5. In further consideration by participating in the Yoga
Class/Workshop/Training/Retreat, I knowingly, voluntarily and expressly waive any
claim I may have against the Yoga teachers for injury or damages that I may sustain as
a result of participating in the Yoga Class/Workshop/Training/Retreat. 

6. I, my heirs or legal representatives forever release, waive, discharge and covenant
not to sue for any injury or death caused by their negligence or other acts. 

7. I understand that It is my responsibility to verbally let the Teachers know if I have any
injuries that would prevent me from being adjusted or if I am uncomfortable for any
reason being adjusted. 7. I have read the above release and waiver of liability and fully
understand its contents. My participation in class indicates that I voluntarily agree to
the terms and conditions stated above.

Waiver Release from Liability, and Indemnity Agreement
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